Chapter 5 –Political Parties: Texas in Blue and Red

Chapter 5: Political Parties
From Blue to Red
• In the century after Reconstruction, Democrats dominated Texas politics.
• Most Texans identified as “yellow dog” Democrats, a group that got their
name because they would rather vote for a yellow dog than a
Republican.
• The 1994 gubernatorial election, however, marked a turning point in
Texas party politics.
• The candidates were incumbent Democrat Ann Richards and political
newcomer Republican George W. Bush.
• In a fast-growing conservative state, Bush picked the right issues in the
right moment.

The Function of Parties
Simplifying Electoral Choices
• Nowhere does the US Constitution mention the word
“party”
• V.O. Key suggested that parties engage in three basic
functions:
– assisting voters (parties-in-the-electorate)
– facilitating party goals (parties-as-organizations)
– organizing government by structuring and controlling
government (parties-in-government)

The Function of Parties
Political Ideology
Conservative: a political philosophy that believes in
limited government, free markets, and individual
entrepreneurship
Liberal: a political philosophy that emphasizes social
equality and a large role for government to protect
liberties and alleviate social problems
Moderate: Willing to look at issues from both sides.

The Function of Parties
Recruiting Candidates
• Local and state party leaders evaluate potential candidates, often
screening them for quality and party loyalty.
• Parties also recruit candidates to widen the appeal of the party.
• Starting with the election of Governor Bush, Republicans have
made concerted efforts to recruit Hispanics to run for office in
order to make inroads into socially conservative segments within
Texas’s growing Hispanic population.
• In 2016, thirty-eight Hispanics ran as Republicans in local and
statewide races.

The Function of Parties
Mobilizing Voters
• Turnout is critical to electoral victory.
• During elections, political parties fire up their turnout machines to
get loyal voters to the polls to support party-endorsed candidates.
• Party activists often call other members to remind them to vote
and even provide transportation to the polls.

The Function of Parties
Articulating Interests & Organizing Government
• Parties represent groups of citizens with shared values.
• Parties also have an incentive to sharpen their differences: If voters
perceive marked distinctions, parties can recruit candidates and
passionate voters more effectively.
• Parties work to make sure that their candidates, once elected, toe
the party line to deliver on electoral promises.
Partisans: strongly committed members of a party

Party Organization
Party Organization
• The backbone of the party is the party organization: the group of
individuals who volunteer or are paid minimally for positions at local and
state levels.
• Parties are hierarchical, with authority flowing from the national to state
to local levels.
• However, due to the decentralization of party structure in the United
States, state and local activists wield considerable influence over the
future of the party and often go to battle over policy and politics.
Decentralization: the distribution of authority between national,
state, and local party organizations so that each level exercises a
degree of independent authority

Party Organization
Party Organization
• Precinct Chairs: Counties are subdivided into smaller units called precincts. Precinct
chairs are elected in the party’s primary and serve for two years. As the most local
party leaders, the precinct chairs recruit volunteers, coordinate campaign workers
during elections, and participate in get-out-the-vote and voter registration drives.
• County Party Chairs: County party chairs recruit candidates to run for local or
regional offices, act as a spokesperson for local issues, manage the funds of the
local party, and serve with precinct chairs.
• State Party Chairs: The state party chair’s primary responsibility is to develop and
communicate the party’s brand to the voters and to raise and manage political
funds for the party at the state level.
• Party Executive Committees: Executive committee members are the center of
party power, as they govern the operations of the party and direct the overall
message.

Party Organization
Party Conventions
• Every two years, the party hosts conventions that decide how the
party will function and to set the political agenda.
• Precinct conventions elect delegates to county conventions.
• County conventions elect delegates to the state convention but also
may submit resolutions that may become part of the party platform.
Party Platform: a list of values, beliefs, and policy issues that are
endorsed and supported by a political party

Party Organization

Rise and Fall of Political Parties in Texas
Democratic Reign in the Postbellum Era
• For more than 130 years after the Civil War, Texas was dominated by
the Democratic Party.
• Once the national government pulled its soldiers out of Texas, many
Texans rallied against the Republican Party—associating it with the
scarcity that followed the Civil War and unwanted military rule.
• Democrats won all the congressional seats in 1871, took majority
control of the state legislature in 1872, and captured the
governorship in 1873.
• The Democratic Party dominated Texas for the next hundred years.

Rise and Fall of Political Parties in Texas
The Decline of Democrats
• In the 1930s, President Franklin Roosevelt pushed through the New Deal, which
enabled Democrats to tie voters closer to party through patronage—participation
in party politics meant contracts, jobs, and status.
• During President Roosevelt’s first term, the Supreme Court declared much of the
New Deal legislation unconstitutional.
• The vice president, John Nance “Cactus Jack” Garner, was a Texas Democrat but
came from the conservative rural wing of the party. He and other conservative
Democrats, known as the “Texas Regulars,” quietly and privately began to drum
up opposition to the court-packing plan.

Rise and Fall of Political Parties in Texas
The Decline of Democrats
• In the 1952 presidential election, the state Democratic convention divided along
ideological lines, with some supporting national Democratic welfare programs
and some supporting a more conservative economic approach.
• In the 1980s the rise of conservative, pro-Ronald Reagan Democrats, who favored
cutting taxes, increasing military spending, and reducing social services, also
widened the fissures in the party.
• Upper-class whites moved to the Republican Party.
• As cities boomed, rural areas, which had traditionally been havens of Democratic
power, lost influence.

Rise and Fall of Political Parties in Texas

Rise and Fall of Political Parties in Texas
The Rise of Republicans
• Future First Lady Barbara Bush recalled when she and the future
president volunteered to work the Republican primary polls in
Midland in 1958: “Exactly three people voted Republican that day.
The two of us and a man who you could say was a little inebriated
and wasn’t sure what he was doing.”
• Republican takeover at the national level improved the fortunes of
Texas Republicans.
• By 1978, a deeply divided Democratic Party and a well-financed
Republican Party cut a trail to the election of Bill Clements as
governor and the reelection of John Tower to the US Senate.

Rise and Fall of Political Parties in Texas
The Rise of Republicans
• As candidates began to see federal intervention as a primary cause of economic
troubles in Texas during the 1970s and 1980s, more Republican candidates began
to run for federal offices.
• Pathways to Washington opened up as well with gerrymandered districts favoring
Republican candidates.
• By 2002, the Republican Party of Texas not only boasted strong representatives in
the US Congress, but also controlled every single statewide office and both
chambers of the state legislature.

Rise and Fall of Political Parties in Texas
State wide offices

Rise and Fall of Political Parties in Texas
The Tea Party
• The 2006 primary elections brought out a new breed of Republican voter to the
polls who were angry at the legislative session in 2005, which could not pass
meaningful school voucher legislation, property tax relief, or budget restraints on
local government. Influential donors, conservative activists, and leading political
figures (like Governor Rick Perry) sought to purge the party of RINOs, Republicans
in Name Only.
• The rise of the Tea Party in the mid-2000s deepened the fissure between
economic conservatives and social conservatives.
• The Tea Party reached national prominence when it held a series of rallies in 2009
in response to the Obama administration’s economic recovery plans and the
Affordable Care Act (or Obamacare).

Rise and Fall of Political Parties in Texas
The Tea Party
• Those identifying with the Tea Party have accounted for
around 20 percent of the electorate.
• Among Texas Republicans, on average between 30 and 40
percent of the public identify with the Tea Party.
• Tea Party-backed candidates express conservative policy
views on issues that resonate with Republican primary
voters, and Tea Party activists rally support for these
candidates.
• Support for the Tea Party spikes before primary elections
(spring and summer) as candidates stoke the fire of
conservative politics.

Party Competition
Party Competition: electoral conflict that signals how

successful one party is over another

Reapportionment: redistribution of representation based on
decennial recounting of residents

Party Competition

Party Competition
Party Competition
• Most states have seen increased electoral competition, especially
southern states. Texas has grown more competitive but not as significantly
as other southern states.
• Some states have seen decreased competition as the party in power there
expands electoral influence, such as Oregon (Democrats), South Dakota
(Republicans), Massachusetts (Democrats), and Utah (Republicans).
• Gubernatorial elections became more competitive as Republicans began
to win elections in the 1980s.
•

In more recent years, partisan gerrymandering has made seats safe for
each party, providing a floor of party competition. Texas Democrats, in
particular, have won both districts drawn to favor them and several swing
districts in recent elections.

Party Competition
Party Competition
Redistricting: the redrawing of the legislative districts to

meet federal and state requirements

Legislative Redistricting Board: the group of officials who

draw the district lines if it were the case that the
legislature was not able to agree

Gerrymandering: a process of manipulating district

boundaries to benefit a single group

Third Parties and Independents
Third Parties and Independents
• Traditionally, the United States has had two major political parties.
• Why only two parties?
Winner-take-all elections: whichever candidate wins the most
votes wins the seat
Duverger’s Law: a winner-take-all electoral system generally
leads to a two-party system

Third Parties and Independents
Third Parties and Independents
• Several factors further obstruct the rise of independent and third-party
candidates in Texas.
• Most voters are attached to the “name brand,” or political platform, of
one of the two major parties.
• The two major parties also have a significant head start on fundraising and
can tap a deep bench of donors.
• Furthermore, state laws set requirements that serve as obstacles for third
parties and independent candidates. For instance, a new third party must
create a state executive committee and establish procedures for governing
the party meetings and selection of candidates.
• To get on the ballot third parties need signatures of registered voters
numbering 1% of the vote cast in the last governors election

Third Parties and Independents
Third Parties and Independents
LA RAZA UNIDA PARTY: In the 1970s, La Raza Unida tried to break the
Democrats’ monopoly on local politics. As a separate political entity, La
Raza Unida posed serious problems for Democrats as Mexican
Americans began defecting from the party and voting for the new party.
LIBERTARIAN PARTY OF TEXAS: The Libertarian Party of Texas
emphasizes liberty as their main philosophy, encouraging freedom of
choice and the importance of individual judgment.
GREEN PARTY OF TEXAS: The Green Party of Texas emphasizes local
control of communities, nonviolent resolution of disputes, and social
justice.

